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Welcome to the section Mechanical Engineering in Applied Sciences. Together with the editing
team, I am very happy to promote this strategic section of the journal. In the past decade, mechanical
engineering has experienced substantial improvements with a change of focus in terms of scale, span,
and applications. Nano and micromechanics have been developed. In addition, new requirements in
terms of design efficiency have become more and more important, pushing to relevant improvements
in terms of new methods and advanced approaches.

To face these new challenges, an update of existing design tools is a matter of urgency. This section
publishes papers on the latest advances, as well as review articles, on various aspects of mechanical
engineering. Topics will include mechanics and mechanical properties of materials used in mechanics,
principle, design, material and instrumentation for mechanics, control theory and control engineering,
problems relevant to mechanics including vibration and efficiency, etc. Special Issues will focus
on single topic areas, for example, theoretical research, technology development, and practical
implications impacting on mechanical design. This section will merge together emerging technologies
and new applications with traditional solid topics related to mechanical engineering. We hope that
the section will provide a broad scope to researchers and engineers in this new interdisciplinary field.
The journal has a strict peer-review policy but still it aims to have a minimal delay from submission to
publication. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the authors, reviewers, and Editorial
Board members for their contributions and cooperation. I would also like to thank the Editorial Office
for their support. Together, we look forward to receiving your submissions, suggestions, and services.
Thank you all in advance.
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